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It takes two to tango 
Testing:  
Academic &  
Industrial  
Conference 
 
Practice  
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Research  
Techniques 



Industry-academia anti-patterns 

1. academia always behind 
2.  research then transfer 
3.  research on demand 
4.  the blame game 



The 4+1 Model 
[RUNESON & MINÖR, 2014] 



The 4+1 View 
Model of 
Architecture 
PHlLlPPE B. KRUCHTEN, Rational Software 

*Th 4+1 ViewMOdel 
organizes a description of a 
sojiware architecture using Jive 
conmwent views, each of which 

e all have seen turely partitioning the software or  
many-books and-articles in which a 
single diagram attempts to capture the 
gist of a system architecture. But when 
you look carefully at  the diagram’s 
boxes and arrows, it becomes clear that 

” 
Architeas capture their design 
decision5 in four views and use 
t,r,e~fih vim to illustrate and 
validate them. 

Do the boxes represent running pro- 
grams? Chunks of source code? 
Physical computers? Or  merely logical 
groupings of functionality? D o  the 
arrows represent compilation depen- 
dencies? Control flows? Dataflows? 
Usually the answer is that they repre- 
sent a bit of everything. 

Does an architecture need a single 
architectural style? Sometimes the 
software architecture suffers from sys- 
tem designers who go too far, prema- 

. .  - 
overemphasizing one aspect of devel- 
opment (like data engineering or run- 
time efficiency), development strategy, 
or team organization. Other software 
architectures fail to address the con- 
cerns of all “customers.” 

Several authors have noted the 
problem of architectural representa- 
t ion,  including David Garlan and 
Mary  Shaw,’ Gregory Abowd and 
Robert Allen,’ and Paul C1ements.j 

The  4 + 1 View Model was devel- 
oped to remedy the problem. The  4 + 
1 model describes software architec- 
ture using five concurrent views. As 
Figure 1 shows, each addresses a spe- 
cific set of concerns of interest to dif- 
ferent stakeholders in the system. + T h e  logical view describes the 
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4+1 model of industry-academia 
collaboration 

1.  Time view (when) 
2.  Space view (where) 
3.  Activity view (how) 
4.  Domain view (what) 

+ 1 use case view – collaboration 
scenario 
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Time horizons 

try (of which 1/3 is in kind), 1/3 by the academia partners,
and 1/6 by Vinnova3.

EASE is based on the long term collaboration between
Lund University (LU) and Blekinge Institute of Technology
(BTH) as well as four software-intensive companies with of-
fices in southern Sweden: three product providers: Sony
Mobile, Ericsson, Axis and Softhouse.

The research agenda that has been – and is continuously –
developed in collaboration with the industrial partners and
has been focussed on two main areas and four themes, with
example results listed as references:

• Software Engineering

– analysis and assessment of agile and open source
software engineering practices [7]

– models and tools to bridge gaps between informa-
tion artifacts for requirements and testing [1]

• Software Technology

– tools for ubiquitous interaction and configuration [4]

– implementation of speculative parallelization in
web browsers [5]

The industry–academia collaboration has a long tradi-
tion in the region, which can be described as an industry–
academia collaboration ecosystem. For example, the Blue-
tooth communication protocol and standard emanates from
the industry–academia collaboration between Lund Univer-
sity and Ericsson in the 1980’s. The software engineering
collaboration dates back to the 1990’s in the form of vari-
ous, shorter collaboration projects, typically 3-4 years, and
student projects, while the work to establish an industry–
academia center started 1999. Some startup funding was
granted by a public funding agency, but it took until 2007
before the long-term center funding was in place.

Sigrun was founded in 2010 to constitute a bridge between
applied software research and industrial practice [11]. Sigrun
promotes openness by creating a forum for open collabora-
tion and exchange of software, development and business
experience, and software innovations. Research and innova-
tions are brought to practical use mainly through running
innovation projects including participants from academia,
product companies, consultant companies, and public orga-
nizations. The goal of innovation projects is to try out new
technology, processes, or services in practice in an industrial
setting. Sigrun is open to membership for large companies,
small and medium-sized enterprises, startups, and public or-
ganizations.

A mid-term review of the EASE Industrial Excellence
Center was conducted early 2014, based on a self-assessment
report [6]. In their evaluation report, the external review-
ers note on collaboration aspects, that [t]here is evidence
of excellent collaboration between the academic and indus-
trial partners involved in each theme. Circulation of infor-
mation and of researchers between academia and industry
works very well and has become part of the Centre’s cul-
ture[6]. They also note on the time horizon for the results
from the center: The evaluation team appreciated the fact
that these results are directly useful to the industrial part-
ners, but have all the potential to be generalised to other
applications and domains [6].
3http://www.vinnova.se, The Swedish Governmental
Agency for Innovation Systems

Table 1: Typical time horizons in industry–academia
collaboration (years)

Area Industry Academia
Contracts 1 – 3 3 – 5
Goals 1/4 – 3 3 – 5
Results 0 – 3 3 – 10
Organization 1 – 3 5 – 10
Work practice 0 – 1/2 0 – 3

3. TIME HORIZONS
In this context, we have analyzed the time horizon as-

pect of five important areas for the industry–academia col-
laboration, namely, contracts, goals, results, organization
(in)stability, and work practices. The selected areas rep-
resent aspects with time horizons ranging from the overall
contract and goal setting, down to getting the practical col-
laboration done. There may be other areas worth analyzing,
but these represent key aspects which cover the full range
of time horizons. Each of these is discussed below and sum-
marized in Table 1.

3.1 Contracts
Setting up an industry–academia program is a joint ven-

ture, which requires shared risk taking. In our context,
the academic partners employ most of the staff, and con-
sequently take the financial risk for the project. Therefore
the contracts are needed to mitigate and share these risks.
From the academic point of view, the time horizon for the
risk is up to 5 years, when it comes to recruit PhD students
(they are employed on 5 year contracts in the Swedish sys-
tem). Combined with strong labor laws, the setup creates
a viscous financial system that takes time to change. As a
large share of the research is funded by external, temporary
projects (about 2/3 of the research budget for the faculty of
engineering), the financial risk for the academic side of the
collaboration is significant.

From an industrial point of view, budgets are laid out
annually, and long term commitments are very hard to fit
in to the budgeting system. Even under a signed contract,
the partners have to fight for the funding internally in the
companies, especially in hard financial times.

This conflict is inherent in the external funding system for
academia, and is a hurdle for any externally funded research
project. The key contribution to mitigate the problems is
to have continuous, high-level industrial and academic com-
mitment for the industry–academia collaboration. This is a
shared activity and thus, the responsibilities and risks must
be shared. In the case of EASE, it is reported in the self
evaluation report: The companies have kept their support
despite industry down-sizing, change of ownership, and hard
financial times [9]. However, this is the outcome of continu-
ous work by industry and academia stakeholders, to secure
the funding.

In the EASE context, we have also established Sigrun,
the Software Innovation and Engineering Institute, to miti-
gate some time horizon challenges with respect to contracts.
With Sigrun, project with shorter term commitments and
contracts may be launched. This has enabled new partners



Doomed to fail? 



Time view (when) 
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Time practicalities 

Researchers make commitments far ahead of 
time for e.g. conference organization and 
teaching, while industry staff re-plan their 
commitments on daily, or even hourly basis, 
for higher management. 

[Runeson 2012]  



Space distances 



Space view (where) 
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Traveling 

Why does space matter? 
Collaboration involves meetings = traveling: 
Local – almost no traveling time 
Regional – traveling time of 1-2 hours, i.e. a meeting takes 
at least half a day  
National – traveling of 2+ hours, i.e. any meeting takes a 
full day  

International – traveling takes more than one day  

CC David Cosand @ flickr 



There are other distances… 
• Geographical  
• Organizational  
• Psychological 
• Cognitive 
• Adherence  
• Semantic  
• Navigational  
• Temporal 

[Bjarnason et al 2015] 
CC Rennett Stowe @ flickr 
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Domain view (What) 
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Industry: Silos —> Cross domain 

CC Miroslav Petrasko @ flickr 



Activity view (how) 
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Industry-academia win-win"

Case study … investigate 
one instance … of a 
contemporary software 
engineering phenomenon 
within its real-life context, 
especially when the boundary 
between phenomenon and 
context cannot be clearly 
specified 



+1 



when where 

what how 



when where 

what how 

Example: Industrial Excellence Center on 
Embedded Applications Software Engineering 



”Buth what…it is good for” 
Engineer at Advanced Computing Systems Division of IBM, 1968 

• Negotiating new collaboration 
– Setting expectations right 

• Analyzing ongoing collaboration 
– Understanding success & failure 

•  Identifying missing collaboration 
– Improving for the future 



What did we learn? 

Time – the need for long term relations, the 
acceptance of different time scales 
Space – physical distance plays a role also in 
the digital world 
Activity – the collaboration may include 
several kinds of activity for mutual benefit 
Domain – industries in different domains may 
learn from each other, catalyzed by academic 
research 
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